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TRODUCTIO~

outcomes and objcctives (I]. Assessment systems
have been built around student portfolios [2, 3J
and multi-disciplinary design courses 14. 5]. Some
programs have taken a longitudinal approach that
tracks the progress of students from admission
through graduation 161. while others havc
suggested incorporating the ABET criteria into
the development of curricula [7J. Other studies
focused on using multiple assessment measures in
combination (8J, while some suggest what am be
accomplished with a new program where data are
not available (9].
Each engineering program is unique and must
therefore create an assessment program that incor
porates the needs of its uni"ersity and captures
the strengths and areas for improvement of the
curriculum, facilities, facuhy, resources, and
students that comprise the program. A program
that cobbles together an assessment program
solely for accreditation purposes will gain lillie
from it and will experience signilicant frustration.
Good assessment takes time and elTor! which arc
both precious resources, but to be sustainable over
time. the process also has to be efficient. Although
someone needs to lead the effon, the work can be
effectively shared among vllriOUS faculty members,
which :1150 Icads to greater buy-in from the faculty
at large.

ASSESSMENT AND CONTINUOUS iM
PROVEMENT h:lve become a major part of the
llccreditation process for engineering programs in
the United States. ABET Inc., the accrediting
agency for engineering programs, has established
some guidelines and requirements for this assess
ment. The truly successful programs have
embmced the philosophy that improvemcllt
comes only from introspection, examination,
consultation with constitucnts, and then reasoned
action based on the analysis and synthesis of the
data received. A tremendous amount of work has
been done over the last decade with respect to
cre..1ting program outcomes and developing a cred
ible assessment system that provides convincing
evidence of outcome attainment without creating
excessive administrative burden. The specific
ABET guidance has changed over the years as
more programs have received evaluations and
individual programs have shared their good
ideas. Some have tllken a hierarchical approach
where educalional activities in the form of lesson
and course objectives arc linked to program
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This paper shares the systematic assessment
program that has been used by the civil engineering
program at the United States Military Academy
over the last eight years. The program is character
ized by a process that builds on the university
assessment system, a Oexible slow loop asscssment
cycle, a highly structured rasl loop cycle, an
advisory board that has evolved over time, a
course assessment process that collects data,
which in turn rolls up into an annual program
assessment, and almost a decade or documentcd
results. For each outcome and objective, there are
a series or perronnance measures and desired
standards that are based on student perrormanee,
survey results, and instructor ratings. Based on the
results, a rating is assigned each year and recom
mendations are made ror the ruture. The rollow-up
reporting on those recommendations closes the
reed back loop and starts a new cycle or assessment.

that meet the needs or program constituents, a
phase 0 element was added to accommodate this.
The USMA CE program has adopted a two
loop cycle suggested by the ABET literature as
shown in Fig 2. While ABET no longer uses the
two-loop cycle, il remains a valuable means to
separate the major program changes rrom the
routine changes made on a year-Io-year basis.
The slow loop is completed every three years
immediately arter an accreditation visit and al the
mid-point between visits. This allows any major
changes to be implemented and assessed prior to
an accreditation visit. The slow loop encompasses
phases 0, I, and part or II or the assesslllent model
where changes 10 the objectives, outcomes, and
learning model are made. Major revisions or the
curriculum occur in the slow loop. The conduct or
the slow loop assessment is totally nexible and the
rormat is based 011 the issues that arise over a three
year period.
The 2003 slow loop assessment [II] involved a
zero-based, boltom up look at the CE curriculum
caused by some changes in the institutional prio
rities. The process involved six teams, working
independently and relurning to a larger group, to
iteratively devise a new curriculum. The result was
the development or seven new courses in the civil
and mechanical engineering programs and the
largesl curriculum change in two decades. Because
this new curriculum was still being assessed as the
new courses were developed and experiencing
initial offerings, the 2006 slow loop assessment
involved no major curriculum changes. The rele
vant issues were collected and addressed using
GroupSystems [12} sortware to assemble input in
an erticient manner. Decisions and program
changes were made in subsequent raculty meetings
and provided to the advisory board ror input. The
program outcomes and objectives were revised.
Three new program outcomes were added in
response to the American Society or Civil Engi
neers Policy 465, which has established a body or
knowledge [13] ror civil engineers and makes the

THE ASSESSMENT MODEL

The United States Military Academy has
described its assessment process ror the curriculum
and instruction in its widely circulated publication,
'Educating Army Leaders ror the 21st Century'
[10]. The academic program goals are developed
rrom the needs or the Army. Those goals arc
att,lined through articulating a learning model
that includes the structure, process, and content
or the desired learning expericnce; designing an
appropriate curriculum; designing the individual
courses that comprise the curriculum; and imple
menting the instruction. The university assessment
system consists or rour phases that are linked to
the curriculum and instruction steps as shown in
Fig. I. The USMA Civil Engineering program has
adopted the university model using the same rour
phases or assessing the learning model, program
design, implementation, and outcomes ror its
program assessment. Because there is a require
ment to develop program outcomes and objectives

USMA
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Assessment
Develop
Outcomes
Model
Objectives
Curriculum and Instruction
Articulate
Learning
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Design
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Design
Courses
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Assessment
PHASE I:
Assess
Learning
Model

PHASE II:
Assess
Program
Design
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PHASE III:
Assess
Implemen
tation

PHASE IV:
Assess
Learning
Outcomes

Fig.!. The USMA assessmenl process (I) on which the USMA CE program assessmenl process is based.
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Fig. 2, The USMA CE program assessment process adopts the two loop process lhat appeared in early ABET literature.

master's degree or equivalent a requirement for
professional licensure.

[n

contrast,

the

fast~loop

assessment

program objectives and outcomes (Phase IV). The
most substantial portion of the briefing is the
implementation. Student performance assessment
includes the capstone project, independent study
projects and competitions, summer intern experi
ence, student chapter activities and student
awards. The faculty is assessed based on qualifica
tions, teaching ratings, professional society parti
cipation, service activities, scholarship, and
support to the Army over the previolls year.
Recruitment of student and faculty statistics arc
analyzed in terms of enrollments, diversity, and
quality. Resources arc assessed based on facilities,
budget, laboratories, computers, support staff, and
external support. The briefing begins with the
recommendations made at the previous program
assessment along with a status report on their
implementation. The brieting ends with the new
recommendations based on the annual assessment.
Progress on these new recommendations will
become part of the next program assessment,
which is how the feedback loop is closed. The
program briefing is the record of the annual
assessment and is the tirst document in the

IS

conducted annually and follows a rigid, systematic
format. The process, shown in Fig. 3, is sustainable
because the data arc collected in the same manner
every year and minor changes are made based on
the input from constituents. Annual input is
collected at the program level in the form of
student surveys, graduate surveys, fundamentals
of engineering exam results, and advisory board
minutes. The CE program conducts annual course
assessments for every course in the curriculum.
Because there is a consistent systematic format
for the course assessment, data regarding student
performance, course objectives, and instructor
ratings can be collected and assembled. Thc fast
loop assessment culminates in a formal program
assessment briefing to the department head. The
brieting covcrs minor changes to the curriculum
resulting from the latest round of course assess
ments (Phase II from Fig. I); implementation in
terms of faculty performance, student performance
and resources (Phase III); and the assessment of
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Fig. 3. The USMA CE fast toop process is a systematic annual <lsscssmenl lhal is highly structllTcd and relics heavily on inpul from
program conslituenls and rrom the aSSCSS1l1Clll of individual courses in the curriculum.
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annual assessment notebook that contains all of
the raw data used in the assessment. A summarized
version of the results is provided to the Dean in the
annual Review and Analysis briefing.
I'ROGRAM CONSTITUENCIES AND
THEIR INPUT

The program constituents are the customers, the
clients-those who the program is designed to
serve. The USMA CE program has identified its
cOllstituents as the Army, the Corps of Engineers,
the current faculty, the students, the graduatesl
alumni. and the civil engineering profession. The
USMA CE program is one of the few programs
that lists a specific branch of the Army (i.e., Corps
of Engineers) as a constituent. The constituencies
were involved in the devclopment of program
outcomcs and objectives and continue to provide
survey and advisory board input as to whether
they need to be revised. Figure 4 shows these
constituencies and the formal input that they
provide. The CE program is ablc to take advantage
of many institutional level surveys 10 collect data.
Because the Army is the industry into which
each of the USMA graduates will enter upon
graduation, the institution puts extensive thought
into the needs of the Army. The Army needs
leaders of character who possess ethics, leadership
and team skills, versatility, communication skills,
and dedication to lifelong learning and who under
stand technology, information systems, history,
people and organizations and cultures [10). The
USMA academic program goals are directly based
on these needs. Because the institution is so
focused on this area, there is very little the CE
program needs to do to discover the needs of the
Army. USMA seeks input from Army leaders on
the quality of its graduates through surveys sent to
graduates and commanders of graduates for year

groups several years after graduation. A special tri
annual institutional survey is sent to graduates
directly in support of accreditation preparation.
The programs provide input on what questions to
ask. Data on graduates from the civil engineering
program can be separated from the graduates at
large. The data are the most useful tools available
for assessing program objectives.
Thc program is more directly engaged in deter
mining the needs of the Corps of Engineers, the
branch of the Army that most graduates will
choose. The doctrinal field manual FM 5-100
Engineer Combal OpeN/lions [14) is a major
source of what graduates are expected to do,
with particular emphasis on sustainment engineer·
ing. Because most faculty members are also Corps
of Engineer officers, they provide feedback on
behalf of both the faculty and the Corps of
Engineers. Most faculty rcturn to the field Army
after teaching and their survey input is collected.
The current faculty provides input through a
variety of means to include entrance surveys, exit
interviews, an institution-wide command climate
survey and input at various faculty meetings.
Faculty members prepare the course assessments
through which so much of the program data are
collected. Student feedback is obtained in every
course through web-based end of course surveys
that evaluate the effectiveness of thc course and
their individual instructor. Some questions are
common throughout the institution, which allows
a comparison of performance across departments.
The questions asked at the CE program level are
directly correlated to a model that defines excellent
teaching [15-17]. These data can be compared
across courses and over timc to assess the quality
of teaching in the CE program. Students also
complete exit surveys at both the program and
institutional levels at the time of graduation. [n
addition, the students address the appropriateness
of the program outcomes and objectives in a
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journal entry and survey administered in CE400,
the civil engineering professional practice course.
The needs of the civil engineering profession are
obtained through accreditation criteria. While the
EAC provides the general criteria [18]. the Amer·
iean SocielY of Civil Engineers (ASCE) write the
program criteria [18, 19] thai arc specific to civil
enginccring programs. Mosl recently, additiOllill
input has been provided through the body of
knowledge (OOK I and BOK II) efforts supported
by ASCE committees [13]. Active faculty partici·
pation all professional society educational and
technical committees provides input as well.
Finally, input is received through annual meet·
iogs of the CE advisory board which comprises
members of various program constituencies. The
advisory board has evolved significantly over the
last six years. The initial advisory board consisted
of department alumni who returned to West Point
for a designated weekend, received an overview of
the program and completed a survey form. The
next iteration was a board of designated indivi
duals that represented specific constituencies
(faculty, students, and outside members that repre
sented alumni, the Army, other institutions and the
profession). The CE program director chaired the
one day 1ll<.'Cting, asked the bO'lrd for input on
specific issues, and recorded the comments in
formalized minutes. Today the board consists of
twelve very prominent outside representatives
from industry, academia, and the Army. The
board leader is a one of these members. After
some preparatory work, the board meets annually
for a day at West Point. They receive update
briefings from lhe CE program director, inlerview
students, interview faculty, meet in executive
session and present their thoughts to the CE
program leadership. A written report follows and
the CE program director responds with written
feedback to the report. As the board evolves, the
quality of the input and the influence the board has
with the rest of the institution has grown as well.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE'S
As defined by the accreditation criteria [18),
program objectives are defined as 'broad state
ments that describe the career and professional
accomplishments that the program is preparing
graduates to achieve.' With considerable input
from program constituents, the USMA CE
program developed the following objectives:
1. As Anny leaders, grllduates solve complex,
multi-disciplinary problems effectively, to
include:
• recognizing and fully defining the physical,
tcchnological, social, political. and economic
aspects of a complex problem;
• using a methodical process to solve the prob
lem;

• demonstrating creativity in the fonnulation
of alternative solutions;
• using appropriate techniques and tools to
enhance the problem-solving process;
• working effectively on teams; and
• developing high-quality solutions that con
sider the technological, social, political, cco
nomic, and ethical dimensions of the
problem.
2. Graduates provide appropriate civil cngineer
ing expertisc to the Army, when callcd upon to
do so.
3. Graduates communicate effectively.
4. Graduates continue to grow intellcctually and
professionally-as Army officers and as engi
neers.
The slow loop assessments are used to update and
revise these objectives. Constituent surveys and
advisory board meetings provide much of the
input data. Changes to objectives must be made
slowly as there is significant lag lime between
implementation and ability to assess the effect.
The objectives were not changed in the 2003 slow
loop and were modified slightly in 2006.
The process of ongoing evaluation of the extent
to which these program objectives arc being
auained is accomplished through survey data
assembled in the fast loop process. Direct measures
of performance arc much more difficult to obtain
than for outcomes because the allainment occurs
several years after graduation. Institutional
surveys have been the besl 1001 and have provided
some excellent data on profcssional society parti
cipation, professional licensure and attainment of
master's degrees on the parts of graduates. Since
the institutional survey polls commanders as well
as graduates. data are allained on graduate perfor
mancc from their current employers. Based on the
survey results, the program director provides an
annual rating for each progmrn objectivc on an
annual basis with the results shown in Fig. 5.
A rating of 4 typically dcnotes successful accom
plishment of the objective. Figure 5 shows that the
perfonnance for Objective 2 'Provide appropriate
civil engineering expertise to lhe Anny' has consis
tently rated a 3+/4- over a four year period. TIle
program analyzcd whether action needed to be
taken to improve the rating. The faculty concluded
that the CE graduates are Army officers first and
civil engineers second. They will never work in a
structural dcsign shop and a third of them will not
even choose the Corps of Engineers as a branch.
Because the student's core curriculum is so broad
based, USMA students need to overload three out
of their eight semesters 10 meet the minimum
technical content for accreditation. This is a neces
sary trade-ofT and the USMA CE graduates may
not reach a much higher level. To make changes
that would increase their civil engineering expertise
would cause a corresponding detriment in other
areas.
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES
Program outcomes are defined as 'statements
that describe what students are expected to know
and be able to do by the time of graduation.' [18]
Each program is difTerent and is expected to create
outcomes that meet the needs of that specific
program and enable the graduates to ultimately
attain the program objectives. To ensure that
certain standards are met within any program,
the accreditation criteria 3(a-k) specify some mini
mum attainments that must be included within
every program's outcomes. The current USMA
CE program outcomes arc;
I. Graduates design civil engineering components
and systems.
2. Graduates demonstrate creativity, in the con
text of engineering problem-solving.
3. Graduates solve problems in the structural,
construction management, hydraulic, and geo
technical discipline areas of civil engineering.
4. Graduates solve problems in mathematics
through diffcrential equations, calculus-based
physics, and general chemistry.
5. Graduates design and conduct experimellls,
and analyze and interpret data.
6. Graduates function effectively on multidisci
plinary teams.
7. Graduates describe the roles and responsibil
ities of civil engineers and analyze the issues
they face in professional practice,
8. Graduates use modern cngineering tools to
solve problems.
9. Graduates write effectively.
10. Graduates speak effectively.
II. Graduates incorporate knowledge of contem
porary issues into thc solution of engineering
problems.
12. Graduates draw upon a broad education
necessary to anticipate the impact of engineer
ing solutions in a global and societal context.
13. Graduates are prcpared and motivated to
pursuc continued intellectual and professional
growth-as Army officers and engineers.
14. Graduates explain the basic concepts of man
agement.
15. Graduates explain the basic concepts of busi
ness and public policy.

16. Graduates are leadcrs of charactcr,
The outcomes assessment process consisted of
developing program outcomes, documenting
input from constituencies, identifying where in
the curriculum cach outcome was addressed, creat·
ing performance measures and desired standards
for each outcome, evaluating the student perfor
mance against these measures on an annual basis,
and then making program decisions/changes based
on these results. Because the program has control
of its students through graduation, it is much easier
to obtain good data on which to assess student
attainmcnt of outcomes than it is ror objectives.
As with objectives, the slow loop process is used
for revision of outcomcs based on input from
constituents. No changes to outcomes were made
in 2003, but the 2006 slow loop resulted in some
substantial changcs. The ASCE Policy 465 and the
creation of a body of knowledge for civil engineers
created new requirements for the USMA CE
program. These requirements currently appear in
new civil engineering program criteria that have
been approved by the Engineering Accreditation
Commission and should take efTcct for programs
evaluated in 2008 [20]. The addition of outcomes
14, 15, and 16 are directly attributable to this
policy. Outcomes 14 and 15 are taken directly
from the new program criteria and outcome 16
was modified to renect the unique cmphasis on
leadership at the Military Academy, The latest
supplement to the Body of Knowledge {21] used
the cognitive levels associated with Bloom's taxon
omy [22J to classify thc desired attainment level in
various outcomes. The USMA CE program
outcomes were reworded to choose action verbs
that more clearly define the cognitive level being
sought. Several USMA CE faculty members are
serving on ASCE Commillee on Academic Prere
quisites for Professional Practice sub-committees
that are implementing this policy. The Curriculum
sub-committee has formally assessed the current
USMA CE curriculum with regard to compliance
with the ncw body of knowledge [23, 24J.
The course assessment process hclps identiry the
contributions of various courses to the ovcrall
program Olltcomes. Figure 6 shows the results
where course directors have submitted a rating of
1 (no contribution) to 5 (very large contribution)
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for each olltcome. Those courses that provide a
rating of 4 or 5 for a particular outcome become a
good source for a direct measure of student
performance. Similarly, the course notebooks in
which samples of student work arc assembled
should include examples that supporllhc outcome.
If no course attains a rating of at least 3 for a
particular Olltcome, a curriculum change to
include the outcome may be in order.
The USMA CE program has developed perfor
mance measures for each outcome using the data
that are collected all an annual basis in the fast
loop process. The sources of data in order of
priority from most to least credible arc F. E.
exam scores, outside agency evaluations, student
performance on course requirements, survey data,
instructor course assessment ratings and satisrac
tory course completion. The best data are results
rrom the Fundamentals or Engineering Examina
tion. The exam is administered nationally, is
unbiased by raculty members, and almost every
USMA CE major takes the exam. Perrormance
data are provided in each or the subject areas
covered on the exam and can be used to assess
attainment or some program outcomes.
Outside visitors provide credible data because
they do not hold the same bias as raculty. Experts
rrom industry and proressional practice are typi
cally invited to the Academy on Projects Day to
eV<lluate student capstone and independent study
projects. The evaluators complete grade sheets that
are tailored to correlate to program outcomes. The
degree to which students communicate orally and
in writing is certainly evaluated. It is an opportu
nity to attain direct measurement data on some or
the more dirlieult to quantiry outcomes such as
cre<ltivity and understanding contemporary issues.
Many programs grapple with how to attain
direct me<lsures or student perronnance. Much or
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the accreditation literature [25-28) has indicated
thaI survey data and course grades are userul but
not surlicient to demonstrate attainment or
outcomes. The next section or this paper specifi
cally addresses how the USMA CE program uses
embedded indicators to provide direct measures or
pcrroonance, Surveys still provide userul dala that
can contribute to the overall assessment or a
program outcome. USMA surveys all or the grad
uating seniors and the CE program conducts a
more targeted survey. The questions typically
require a Likert scale response that provides a
numerical score th<lt can be compared against
olher questions and to the same question rrom
prevIOus year groups. Orten questions and their
responses can be directly applicable to a speciflc
outcome.
In the course assessment process, the raculty
member is making judgments about the degree to
which students attained the course objectivcs.
When these course objectives can be tied directly
to a program outcome, the instructor rating
becomes another data point to consider III
making an overall assessment. This is particularly
userul in laboratory courses where some course
objectives relale directly to outcome 5: dcsign and
conduct experiments. While coursc grades are
considered a weak indicator, the data can be
userul. Course grades as an assessment tool is
much cnhanced by the institutional policy
prescribing the use or criterion-rerercnced grading.
With norm-referenced grading, grades are a poor
assessment measure, because there is no clear
connection between the level or performance and
the grade. With criterion-rererenced grading, the
connection is explicit. Whcn a particular requircd
COllrse slleh as international relations, economic
policy, or physics clearly correlates to a particular
Olltcome, successrul completion or that course is a
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the CE program director assessed the attainment
of this outcome as4 on a rating scale of I to 5 (Fig.
8). The same process was conducted for the all of
the 13 outcomes in existence at the time and the
results are shown in Fig. 8, along with the ratings
over the past five years. It might appear that
performance has declined slightly, but in reality,
the system has evolved and the standards for
attaining a rating of 5 have increased.

data point that should at least be considered,
Desirable standards are created for these data
points and performance measures are created for
each program outcome.
Figure 7 shows an example of the performance
measures for program outcome I: graduates design
civil engineering components and systems. There
arc five questions on the Civil Engineering First
Class Survey (CElCS) and the USMA First Class
Survey (ICS) that relate to this outcome. The
students rated their abilities on a Likert scale of
I (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The
desired average response is between 4 (agree) and
5 (strongly agree). Figure 7 shows that the stand
ard was met on four out of the five questions for
the most recent survey. The benchmark is the
average response 10 the same question from civil
engineering students over the past five years. On
the USMA survey, the response of the civil engi
neers can be compared with the rest of the studelll
body. The embedded indicators arc direct
measures of student work. The performance on
the capstone project as determined by the
embedded indicator was slightly lower than the
standard, but the reports from the judges who
helped grade the capstone and independent study
presentations were highly favorable. Based on this
performance by the CE majors in the class of 2006,

EMBEDDED INDICATORS
Programs are encouraged to develop assessment
systems that are sustainable over time and avoid
creating data collection systems solely for the
purpose of accreditation, Embedded indicators
are direct measures of student performance based
on assignments illready in the curriculum. They
can be questions from an exam, a specific essay, a
design problem, a group project, or even an entire
final exam. The objective is to identify areas that
arc already being assessed that correlate directly to
a specific progmm outcome. The score on that
assignment becomes a direct measure data point
for assessment. The embedded indicator should
not be taken as proof that an outcome is being
allained. There milY be many other opportunities
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in the curriculum to attain the outcome. Rather it
is II snapshot in time and is useful only as a single
indicator.
The most recent addition to the USMA CE
program has been the idcntification of embedded
indicators for every outcome. For outcome 3 that
requires graduates to solve problems in the
geotechnical sub discipline of civil engineering,
the final cxamination scorc in CE371, Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Design is a relevant
embedded indicator. In CE400. Professional Prac·
tice of Civil Engineering, thc students are required
to writc tcn journal entries. One of the journal
entry topics specifically addresses the roles and
responsibilities of the civil engineer professional.
Thc score on that essay becomes a direct measure
for attainment of outcomc 7. Students arc required
to use a variety of software packages. The
AUTOCAD problem sct in CE390, the Site Civil
course, is an embedded indicator for outcome 8.
using modern engineering tools to solve enginecr
ing problems. Figure 7 shows that the two
embedded indicators for outcome I were problem
set #9 from the CE300 (Engineering Mechanics
and Design), which involved the design of a simple
beam and the engineering design problem from
CE364 (Mechanics of Matcrials), which required
the design of a series of roof t-beams that require a
load analysis and design based on shear, moment
and denection. Data for thesc indicators will be
collected through course assessment process.
The cllpstone course CE492, Dcsign of Struc
tural Systems, is uniquc because it is a culminating
design cxpericnce and incorporates many of the CE
program outcomes. A special tool was dcsigned to
capture the student performance and how it rclates
to the various program outcomes. As described in
[29-31], the capstone design is graded where a fixed
number of points are allocated to over 50 different
areas that include site plan, assumptions, load
calculations. social implications, noor plans, archi
tectural layout, cost estimates, construction sche
dule, quality of presentation, etc. A correlation

matrix is created that quantifies the relative contri
bution of each graded part to the program
outcomes. After the tool is developed, the instruc
tor simply enters the scores on each itcm for each
design group and the results are shown in Fig. 9.
Based on the average of each group's performance,
two scores emerge for each program outcome. The
first score (criteria average) renects student perfor
mance on those tasks in the Co:1pstone design that
relate to a specific outcome and the second score
(measure of correlation) records the eli:tent to
which the outcome is covered in the culminating
design experiencc. For those outcomes where the
correlation score is low, the outcome should be
allained through other courses in the curriculum.
Figs 7 and 9 show that for outcome I (design civil
engineering components lind systems), the correla
tion between the cllpstone design and this outcome
is the highest (11.8) of any program outcome but
the student performancc (3.4) is slltisfactory but
slightly below the desired standard of 3.5. These
embedded indicator tools for individual courses
and the capstone design provide relevant direct
measure data points for outcome assessment.

COURSE ASSESSMENTS
As shown in Fig. 3, a major component of the
fast loop assessment is the course assessmcnt
process 132-33] where every course in the CE
program is examined once a year. The formal
assessment takes placc in II onc hour mecting
a\tended by the CE program director, group
directors, course directors and interested faculty
members. Prior to lhc meeting, the course dircctor
prepares an assessment report in a prescribed
format that is distributed to the atlendees in
advance of the meeting. The assessment consists
of three parts. The first is course descriptio" which
consists or the verbatim course description from
the university course catalogue, current and
projected enrollment numbers, course objcctives,
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Fig. 9. lbc CE program has developed an embedded indicator toot Ihal provMks a direct measure: or 51udenl pcrform;lIlcc with rcspcc!
to each CE program outcome on the annual capstone design project.

current textbook, outline of course lessons with
their respective contribution to course objectives,
outline of laboratory experiences, summary of
graded requirements, grading policy, and a report
ing of group work, computer usage, active learn
ing, curriculum integration, facilities assessment,
and embedded indicators for that course. The
second part is cour.\·e (M',\'e:iSlllenl, Both the course
director and the students (using the end of course
web-based survey) rate the degree to which the
course objectives were achieved on a I (unsatisfac
tory) to 5 (excellent) seale. The student ratings on
Ihe quality of instruction arc included in graphical
form, along with a summary of the narrative
comments from students, The data are compared
with previous years for the same course. Student
performance is recorded and compared with the
past in terms of incoming grade point average of
students, grades in the course, and results on the
final examination. Results of time surveys that
record the amount of time students arc spending
on the course are included. Finally, the course
director rates the contribution of the course to
the program outcomcs. Figure 6 was based on a
roll-up of Ihis assessment from the individual
courses.
The final part of the course assessment is recom
mended changes. The courSe assessment process is
thc official venue for making changes to courses.
This allows faculty members who teach prerequi
site and follow-on courses to provide input into
course changes that might affect thcm. The course
director addresses whethcr thc previous ycar's
changes were effectivc and then makes rccommcn-

dations for new changes based on the findings in
part 2. Decisions arc made at the course assess
ment meeting and arc recorded on a memo cover
sheet. The entirc course assessmcnt document is
then placed in the course notebook.
The course assessmcnt process takes consider
able time and effort, especially the first time
through, Because the rcporting is done in the
same systematic way cach year, it becomes much
less onerous to ulxlate a previous rcport. The
standardized format makes il easy to consolidate
data for the fasl loop program assessmcnt. When
sevcral courses are interrelated, their respective
course assessment meetings arc often conducted
together to facilitate cross talk and coordination.
ONGOlNG EFFORTS

While the assessment system within the CE
program has evolved and improved, there are a
number of courses taught outside the department
that contribute to program outcomes, but arc not
being effectively examined. Bct:ause all accredited
engineering programs at the Academy are in the
Same situation, the USMA level ABET commitlec
is addressing this challengc. The USMA curricu
lum is broad based where every student, regardless
of major, is required to take calculus, physics,
chcmistry, psychology, English, foreign language,
history, international relations, geography, infor
mation tcchnology, philosophy, law, Icadership,
and economics. The ABET committee is attempt
ing to meet with outside departmcnts to specifi
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cally quantify the contributions that these courses
make toward attainment of the ABET 3(a-k)
outcomes. Every accredited engineering program
can then usc that data in its own program asscss
menl.
STA ViNG CURRENT AND
COMMUNICATING

As EC2000. the outcomes-based continuous
improvement approach to accreditation continues
10 evolve, the standards for assessment keep
getting higher and the requirements change some
what from year 10 year. Every program needs to
slay involved in order to keep up with the latest
developments. The USMA CE program faculty
attempt to stay current by attending and making
presentations at such forums as the ABET national
mccting (34J, the ASEE annual convention (35-38),
the ASCE national conference (31, 39--40] and the
Rose Hulman Best Practices Workshop (II, 31).
CurrentlY,three out of the twenty faculty members
in the USMA CE program are ABET evaluators
and one member conducts ABET evaluator train
ing for other institutions. There is no beller way to
stay current and see what other progmms are
doing than to serve as an evaluator of other
progmms. While one or two leaders will orches
trate and lead the assessment effort within the CE
progmm, every allempt is made to involve all
faculty members in the process. This divides the
work load, educates the faculty members on the
process. and helps facilitate support and buy-in
from the entire faculty.

al.
CONCLUSIONS

The United States Military Academy CE
program has developed and successfully sustained
a program assessment process that effectively
encomp.1SSes slow loop and fast loop evaluations
that are each designed to perform very different
functions. The system is based on the university
assessment system and has eight years of docu
mented data and analysis. The annual assessment
culminates in a formal briefing thai addresses
previous recommendations. reports on the results
of data collet:ted over the year, and recommends
changes to the program based on that analysis.
The foundation of the process is annual course
assessments in every course that allow data to be
consolidated in a standardized formal. Outcomes
and objet:tives are assessed based on a comparison
of student performance to prescribed performance
measures and an annual faling is given for each
individual outcome and objective. Additional
input is provided by an external advisory board
whose composition and role have evolved over the
past six years. The CE program has remained
current on changes in assessment requirements
through participation on professional society
commillCCs. presenting papers at workshops and
conferences, and serving as accreditation evalua
tors for other programs. There are still improve
ments and adjustments to be made. The 2006 CE
program assessment listed 25 specific recom
mended changes that range from major to extre
mely minor. The USMA CE assessment program
will continue 10 evolve as a process of continuous
improvement is sustained.
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